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European gas prices soared to fresh record highs on Monday, pushed higher by the surging Asian LNG
marker JKM. Gas prices in Europe look set to settle at fresh highs on Tuesday, with TTF and NBP
rocketing during morning trading amid an unplanned drop in pipeline flows from Russia.
The front-month TTF contract maintained its premium over NBP on Monday after rallying by 8.8% to
close at the equivalent of USD 26.24/MMBtu, USD 0.14/MMBtu higher than the UK gas benchmark.
Several bullish factors – including low gas storage levels in Europe and a record carbon price – are
pushing European gas prices higher, however the main driver on Monday was the strengthening JKM
price, with TTF and NBP trying to close the widening gap with the Asian LNG marker.
The November-dated JKM contract closed 6.2% higher on Monday at USD 29.2/MMBtu. Buyers in Asia –
particularly China – have been stepping up LNG purchases ahead of winter, helping push JKM higher.
Whilst the November-dated JKM is nearing USD 30/MMBtu, the November-dated TTF and NBP
contracts continue to lag the Asian LNG marker, meaning European buyers may struggle to draw
cargoes away from the premium-priced Asian market in the coming months.
The November-dated TTF contract closed at the equivalent of ~USD 26.45/MMBtu on Monday, with the
November-dated NBP contract settling at ~USD 27.3/MMBtu.
European gas prices could hit fresh record highs today as prices leapt during morning trading amid news
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that Russian gas flows via Mallnow unexpectedly fell by 50% during the early hours of Tuesday morning.
The surging gas prices in Asia and Europe pushed US gas benchmark Henry Hub to a fresh seven-year
high of USD 5.71/MMBtu. The current price spreads will support US LNG exports – which are expected
to hit record highs this winter as new liquefaction trains are widely tipped to come online.
Bumper US LNG exports will leave less gas available for the domestic market, with supply concerns
brewing ahead of winter due to storage levels languishing below the five-year average and no signs of
US gas production ramping up.
The record gas prices in Europe also helped push the European carbon price to a record high of EUR
64.13/tonne.
As for oil, prices continued to climb on Monday amid supply concerns as demand continues to pick up.
Brent closed 1.8% higher at USD 79.53/barrel – its highest close since October 2018, with the marker
hitting USD 80/barrel during trading on Tuesday morning. WTI closed 2% higher at USD 75.45/barrel.
Front-month futures and indexes at last close with day-on-day changes (click to enlarge):
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Time references based on London GMT. Brent, WTI, NBP, TTF and EU CO2 data from ICE. Henry Hub,
JKM and API2 data from CME. Prices in USD/MMBtu based on exchange rates at last market close. All
monetary values rounded to nearest whole cent/penny. Text and graphic copyright © Gas Strategies, all
rights.
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